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Meeting Minutes 
Meeting of the St Luke’s Local Governing Board 
Held on Tuesday 18th January 2022 @ 5.00 pm  

 
 

Attendees 
 

 

Chair: 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Ben Slater – Foundation Governor (BS) 
Ben Bunting – Parent Governor (BB) 
Mark Wadeley-Jones – Co-Opted Governor (MJ) 
Kate King – Parent Governor (KK) 
Robert Scott – Co-Opted Governor (RS) 
Helen Sherlock – Foundation Governor (HS) 
Kealey Sherwood – Headteacher (KS) 
Andrew Stiles – Parent Governor (AS) 

 Minutes: Perdita Lowe 

Apologies  Kate Robbins – Foundation Governor (KR) 

 

 

  

Item 
Ref Meeting Summary Information  

1. List of Actions from the Meeting 

- The item ‘Review the School Risk Register’ to be deleted from the St Luke’s 
LGB Cycle of Business.  

- KS to trial the next survey without the middle/neutral option 
- KS to speak to Jon Lunn about the format of the Performance Report 
- PL to insert Joe Greenhalgh’s name into the Relationship & Sex Education 

Policy where highlighted. 

 

2. List of Decisions taken under Scheme of Delegation 

- The Moving & Handling People Policy was ratified by governors.  

3. List of Recommendations for the Board of Trustees to Consider 

- N/A  

4. Issues, concerns or queries to be raised to the Board of Trustees 

- N/A  

5. Any Other Points 

- N/A  
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Minutes 
Item 
Ref Business 

1. 1
. 
Welcome & Attendance 

The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting and noted Kate King’s recently confirmed 
status as the St Luke’s LGB Parent Governor.  Governors accepted the apologies from 
Kate Robbins who sent a note saying that she attended the Complaints Training the 
previous day and found it to be extremely helpful.  The meeting was quorate. 

2. 2
. 
Declarations of Interest 

There were no declarations of interest for this meeting. 

3. 3
. 
Minutes of the Previous Meeting & Matters Arising  

Papers discussed:  MINS LGB November 2021   

The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed by governors as an accurate record of 
that meeting and they were signed by off by the Chair.   

The Actions raised at that meeting, and their current status are as follows: 

- VG to speak to staff about joining the LGB as staff governors:  The Head confirmed 
that a note had been included in the staff briefings on a couple of occasions but that 
there had been no response. 

- BS to get clarity on the Trust’s definition of the School Risk Register:   BS reported 
that areas of risk are covered at school level by business continuity, safeguarding, 
risk assessment, Health & Safety, and HR processes.  In addition the SDP and SEF have 
priority actions constructed around key areas of development which are then 
reviewed.  At Trust level, any structural, leadership, reputational or financial risks 
are managed.  There is no distinct Risk Register to review and therefore the item 
‘Review the School Risk Register’ noted on the Trust model of the Cycle of Business  
is extraneous on the St Luke’s LGB Cycle of Business and, if governors are agreeable, 
will be deleted.  Governors agreed.  

ACTION: The item ‘Review the School Risk Register’ to be deleted from 
the St Luke’s LGB Cycle of Business.  

- BS to determine a regular place for DS in the St Luke’s LGB cycle of business: BS 
noted that DS is included as a regular item in the Head’s Report and so does not 
require inclusion as an individual item in the St Luke’s LGB Cycle of Business. 

- PL to arrange the new NoV folder in the OneDrive and add KRs report to it:  Done. 

- Request to be made to those members of staff preparing policies for governor 
ratification to make a note of amendments made at the end of the policy: It was 
noted that Tamar Busby had included notes on the cover of the policy submitted for 
ratification at this meeting. 

The Chair recorded on behalf of the LGB his thanks to Ms Griffin for her excellent 
contribution to the last meeting. 
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4. 5
. 
Headteacher’s Report 

Papers discussed: St Lukes C of E School - Report 2 January 22;   
St Luke's CofE SEF September 2021 (Updated Jan 22);   

The Head began with the summary headlines that were not included in the main body of 
the report: 

1. The school has progressed a great deal in the last two years and is now able to 
contribute a great deal to the work of the Trust.  Staff are being proactive in 
taking the lead in Trust matters, for example the curriculum for Dance and PE, 
and delivery of workshops and training.   One member of staff has also been to 
support SWITT as an ITT mentor/coach. 

2. The Trust curriculum alignment is still being developed and we continue to ensure 
that St Luke’s own values will be retained when developing each subject’s 
curriculum intent and delivering it. 

3. SPARX Reader for Literacy is being piloted for Y7 across the Trust schools, its 
purpose is to develop a love of reading and support students literacy 
development.  

4. The Diocese’ review of the school during their most recent visit was highly 
positive.  The SIAMS Inspection, due this summer, may be postponed until next 
January. 

5. The school has reverted to a single lunchtime rather than being split into two 
sittings.  Students enjoyed it being split but acknowledged that it impacted on 
their learning.  Staff find a single sitting easier and better for their wellbeing. 

Governors asked whether lunchtime was split into two sittings because of Covid-19.  The 
Head replied that it was but it had a massive impact on the day in terms of staffing.  Now 
it is almost back to normal but Y7 are let out a little earlier and staffing is divided into 
zones.  The process has engendered a feeling of camaraderie. 

6. Inclusion provision has changed this term.  Previously Reset was held in one room 
with 3 members of staff but this was not inclusive for students.  Now there are 
four rooms which allows a personalised learning provision, as well as pastoral 
care.  Classroom expectations have not been lowered but teaching within Reset 
has improved, FTE have reduced and Reset is a better learning environment with 
every lesson being available on Google Classroom. 

7. Ten Tors training has recommenced as have inter-school sports fixtures, the 
Drama production and DofE.   

Continuing with the main body of the report, the Head asked whether there were any 
questions regarding Leavers & Starters. 

Governors asked how two staff members noted were employed.  The Head replied that 
they were Exam Invigilators. 

Governors asked about current vacancies. The Head replied they were looking for SEND 
Admin, TAs, a Science teacher and an Exams Officer. 

Governors asked whether MFL vacancies were now filled.  The Head replied they were. 

Governors asked what subject the joiners taught.  The Head advised them. 
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Staff Absence:  The Head assured governors that the school was managing staff absence 
according to policy but Covid-19 continues to impact and in different ways depending on 
the person.  However, staff have been very supportive in covering for each other and the 
SLT endeavour to give back to them where they can and to support them always. 

Governors asked how many absences were Covid-19 related.  The Head replied that it 
varies but there was no change since last term.  Also, there is a contingency plan in place 
if the number of absences becomes severe which consists of mass teaching. 

Governors asked whether the levels of absence at St Luke’s aligns with that of other 
Trust schools.  The Head replied that, again, it varied from week to week and that it 
was the same for student absence. 

Governors asked about student absence.  The Head replied that attendance stands at 
around 87-91% on a daily basis which is higher than the national figure but the 2nd lowest 
across the Trust.  She noted the conflict that arises concerning attendance and the 
pandemic; whilst normally staff endeavour to educate parents about the importance of 
attending school, they do not want students to come on site if they have Covid-19.     

Governors asked whether parents take advantage of the pandemic in taking time off.  
The Head replied that it is harder to challenge parents about attendance and so, instead, 
the school celebrates improving/positive attendance.  

The Head reported that there is an issue around attendance of Bridge students who, 
when admitted, are entered of the St Luke’s roll which unfairly impacts on St Luke’s 
attendance figures.  She is endeavouring to get the school’s attendance figures 
reorganised to offset against the students in the Bridge. 

Governors asked whether they could have attendance figures for previous years for 
comparison.  The Head replied that comparison over the last couple of years would be 
difficult for autumn and winter because of Covid-19 lockdowns but in the summer it 
should be possible because this summer should be similar to last. 

Governors suggested that attendance could be affected by a fatigue element in the 
autumn term.  The Head replied that this was alleviated by the introduction of the two 
week half term which was received very positively by both staff and parents 

Governors asked what systems are in place to monitor attendance and how is absence 
managed. The Head replied that attendance records are kept daily to record who is on 
site and a register is kept.  Staff hold weekly meetings to discuss absence and there is a 
graduated response to it including graded letters to parents.  The absence of vulnerable 
students is checked immediately in accordance with safeguarding procedures. 

Surveys:  The Head reported that the response to the Staff Survey was less this time 
compared to the last.  However, the school continues to offer wellbeing services and is 
constantly reinforcing the available support. 

Governors discussed the value of offering neutral answers in the surveys.  The Head 
advised that they follow the Ofsted format.  They noted that half the responses in the 
student survey were ‘may be’ and suggested removing these options so that respondents 
had to give a clear preference one way or the other.  The Head agreed.  

ACTION: KS to trial the next survey without the middle/neutral option. 

Governors asked whether they could be supplied with previous survey results for 
comparison.  The Head replied that Will Matthews could do this and would be asked in 
future.  She would share the result of this survey when she has them. 
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Student Numbers: The Head highlighted the number of mid-year student admissions. 

Governors asked whether she knew the admission numbers for next year.  The Head 
replied that it was too early at the moment, possibly in early February. 

Governors asked whether the 7 new students to Y11 were new arrivals to the country.  
The Head replied that they were not, but some were new to the area. 

Complaints: The Head reported that new KCSIE regulations demand that low-level 
concerns about an adult in school must now be logged. 

Coaching: The Head reported on the success of the coaching scheme noting that staff 
are fully appreciative.  Currently the focus is on modelling.  Some staff do need 
additional support, particular those who have recently joined who will be offered extra 
coaching.  She commended Alex Evans for his excellent work on the CPD Hub. 

Governors asked how they should monitor the impact of coaching on student outcomes.  
The Head replied that it would be seen in performance data, student feedback and the 
quality of student work, particularly extended writing.  She was happy to report that the 
standard of book work between DS and non-DS is now not as obvious as it used to be. 

Enrichment: The school endeavours to ensure that numbers accessing enrichment 
activities are a proportionate reflection of the student body, eg. 30% are Disadvantaged 
Students.  Sports is particularly successful at this.  Meanwhile the one-day-a week Period 
6 session is developing well and, although voluntary, attendance is growing. 

Rewards: The Head reported on the postcard scheme for staff to reward their students.  
They have become very popular and student appreciate receiving them.  The Parent 
Governor confirmed this.  The Head reported that they have now introduced the option 
of student postcards to staff.  This is also appreciated. 

Behaviour: The Head reported that behaviour during the last half term was unsettled 
and incidents of concern included the deliberate activation of fire alarms.   Discussion 
with Heads of other Trust schools had brought to light a TikTok trend and other schools 
had similar incidents. Targetted work was carried out on those involved with support 
from the fire service and was assemblies were held with the rest of the school to explain 
the seriousness of the act. 

Reporting on Internal Exclusions, the Head stated that the process has recently changed.  
Failure during reset will now result in further time in Internal exclusion rather than 
exclusion which ensures that students remain in school getting focussed time and support 
on their education and pastoral care.  Since its introduction there has been a reduction 
in behaviour over the last term and the whole of reset has become a much better 
environment for teaching, social and emotional care. 

Governors asked whether there was any significance in the fact that the majority of 
internal exclusions – 60% last summer and 55% last term – came from the same two year 
groups.  The Head replied that these two year groups had not received a thorough  
transition programme because of the pandemic.  There was a discussion about the effects 
of Covid-19 during which the Head reported that the school invested in the Find my Voice 
Project to help Y7 and Y8 settle in.  Governors suggested that it would be useful to 
record and monitor this in future reports.  The Head agreed adding that a week by week 
comparator would help to show improvement. 
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Governors noted that the internal exclusion figures for SEND and PP were 
disproportionately high and asked what the feedback loop is for those students.  The 
Head replied that each student was individually investigated to determine a bespoke 
plan for them.  This has been communicated to all staff and to the parents.  The Head 
of Year explained it to each student and what the personalised package would be for 
them.  Time Out cards have been reissued, with either medical or break, and timed 
interventions are logged so that can be analysed.   

Key research has shown that these students need to feel they welcomed back to class so 
restorative work is now an imperative.  Finally, there is a weekly staff Inclusion Meeting 
to discuss individual cases.  

The Parent Governor noted that her child had commented on the Reset Rooms and 
commended the Head for an excellent facility. 

Safeguarding:  The Head reported that the number of Children In Care had increased to 
four.  VIST numbers have increased significantly.   

Governors noted that the number of bullying incidents looked high but there was not 
comparator because this is the first year of the report format.  However, trends will 
become apparent as time goes on.  The Head stated that logs can be for anything, 
including unkind words or friendship issues.  Staff report everything so that they can 
have early warning of the emergence of more serious problems and all serious problems 
are dealt with quickly and thoroughly.  However, the recent student survey showed that 
students understand the difference between a falling out and bullying and they do not 
believe that bullying is a significant issue in the school.  Ultimately a well-logged bullying 
record shows an open attitude and the numbers are less important than how incidents 
are dealt with. 

Governors noted the low number of students on Child Protection when considering the 
proportion of Disadvantaged Students and the disruption caused by Covid-19 which 
suggests how effectively the school supports its students.    

Paper discussed: 2021-2022 TW Cycle 1 SLT & Governor Analysis - SL   

The Head apologised for the lateness of the Trust’s Performance Report only received 
by herself the previous day.  Summarising the report, she stated that overall, the school 
is above average although work is needed around attainment, particularly in English & 
Maths.  Boys’ attainment is now in line with girls and boys’ attendance is hugely improved 
to equal girls which may be a contributing factor.  DS progress has also improved and 
now stands at -0.14 which is significantly above the national average but our aim is for 
it to be above 0 and moving to be in line with the non-DS.  Coachbright and tutoring is 
being implemented for Science, English, MFL and Maths.  All subjects are moving in the 
right direction with Maths being particularly strong.  She warned governors to expect a 
decline in attainment for MFL but the Science data needs interrogation and is expected 
to be higher.  Art also requires interrogation. 

Governors examined the report and were generally pleased stating that it was hugely 
improved from previous reports and a credit to the Head and her staff considering that 
there had been two years of remote learning.  They noted that the Report noted the 
achievements at the end and asked whether it could be reformatted to highlight 
achievement.  The Head replied that she would speak to Jon Lunn about this. 

ACTION: KS to speak to Jon Lunn about the format of the Performance Report.  

Governors asked whether Polish counted towards EBacc.  The Head confirmed it did. 
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5. 6
. 
Review SIP and emerging priorities for the following year 

Papers discussed: School Improvement Plan St Lukes 21-22   

The Head noted the top three priorities from which there will be no deviation: 

a) Leadership capacity and succession planning – as part of this, Victoria Griffin is 
working with middle leaders on their role as well as a number of Senior and Middle 
leaders being engaged in National Professional Qualifications (NPQ’s) and 
leadership development programmes being run by the Trust including SW100. 

b) Curriculum and Coaching  - specifically ensuring that every subject’s curriculum 
is well sequenced and that coaching continues to support excellent delivery. 

c) Compliance to culture – whilst there is no longer much active disruption in the 
school, there is still a need to inspire a thirst for learning and to get students to 
take more responsibility for their learning.  Also, there will be a drive to improve 
attendance and a literacy strategy is about to be introduced.  We will also be 
developing on our homework system now that we have created a culture of 
homework completion. 

Governors asked how DS will feature within these priorities.  The Head replied they will 
be considered in everything, DS and SEND will always be a focus in the values and 
achievements of the school. 

Governors asked what would be the next stage for DS provision.  The Head replied that 
the strategy followed research which found that improvement for DS comes through good 
teaching.  Therefore 50% of DS funding is spent on coaching to ensure great teaching.  In 
addition. there are interventions, both generic and bespoke.  Bespoke interventions are 
designed for the specific needs of each individual DS student.  Teachers are also fully 
aware of each DS student’s individual needs. 

Governors asked what the school can offer DS with regards school trips and enrichment. 
The Head replied they will do anything they can to support DS in accessing enrichment 
events, for example offering financial assistance.  From day to day, they will also meet 
basic needs as required, for example offering stationery or uniforms. 

6. 7
. 
Student & Staff Experience (Student & Staff Surveys) 

This item was covered in the Head’s Report, item 4. 

7. 8
. 
Disadvantaged Students (DS), Children in Care (CiC) & Catch Up Plans 

This item was covered in the Head’s Report, item 4 and in the SIP, item 5.  

8. 9
. 
Safeguarding Update 

The Safeguarding Governor reported on his meeting with Kerri Moore on 15/10/2021 to 
check the SCR and the Safeguarding Register.  They also walked around the school site 
assessing it from a safeguarding point of view.   

He noted that only five people have access to the records but asked whether the school 
records are protected from corruption or malicious damage.  The Head replied that she 
had discussed the matter with Becky Hargreaves of the Trust and was advised that there 
is a network back up.  
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The Safeguarding Governor concluded by stating that he would be meeting Mark Cahill 
in the next few weeks. 

9.  Link Governors’ Visits Feedback 

RS reported that he had been discussing the Reward Scheme with Will Matthews and they 
had agreed that it now needs SLT discussion to progress the project so that it may go 
ahead possibly in the summer term.   

He also reported that he had spent the day of 4th January helping with Covid-19 testing 
at the school and noted his pleasure in observing the rapport between staff and students 
stating that it was good to see such healthy relationships. 

AS stated that he had recently met with Kerri Moore via Teams and could report that 
there were no significant issues regarding the premises.  School buses now park in front 
the school instead of the roundabout thereby avoiding damage.  Outside CCTV has been 
updated and outside lights now remain on to prevent intruders to the site.  The latter 
may impact on power costs although not significantly.  There have been no complaints 
from neighbours disturbed by the light.  Cleaners’ absence due to Covid-19 has declined 
and consequently cleaning standards have improved.  He also reported that internal 
CCTV cameras have now been installed internally around the school in response to recent 
incidents of vandalism. 

Governors asked whether students had been advised of this. The Head replied that the 
CCTV installed was owned by the PFI contractor and not the school and was simply an 
upgrade of what was already in place.  The school would be installing their own CCTV 
this term which will be communicated to parents and students prior to the install. 

BS reported that he had recently had a productive meeting with the Diocese regarding 
SIAMS and Chaplaincy. 

The Chair reminded governors to send their Report of Visit forms to the Clerk for filing 
in the Governors’ OneDrive Folder. 

10.  Trust Information Loop (Feedback from/to Trust Committees) 

There were no matters to report to either the Education Committee Meeting 2 on 
Wednesday 9th February 2022 or the LGB Chairs Meeting on Friday 21st January 2022.  
 
 
Policies 

11. 1
1
. 

 

St Luke’s Policy 

Papers discussed:  Moving & Handling People Policy    

Governors confirmed they had read this policy and agreed with its content.  Ratification 
was proposed and agreed unanimously. 

DECISION: The Moving & Handling People Policy was ratified by governors. 

12. 1
2
. 

TW Policies  
Papers discussed: Trust Policy Updates Schedule Nov 2021 

TWMAT Relationships & Sex Education-Policy - Guidance for Schools Nov 2021 
TWMAT Relationships and Sex Education-Policy- Secondary Sep-21 

TWMAT-Complaints-Policy-Nov-2021   
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Minutes by: Perdita Lowe, Clerk to the Governors, St Luke’s School 
 
Signed by the Chair: 
 
Date:  
 
 

Governors confirmed that they had read and understood the Complaints Policy and the 
Relationships & Sex Education Policy.  It was noted that Joe Greenhalgh needs inclusion 
in the Relationship & Sex Education policy as the member of staff responsible for PSHE.  
The Head advised that Mr Greenhalgh would also be carrying out a parent consultation 
regarding the policy. 

ACTION: PL to insert Joe Greenhalgh’s name into the Relationship & Sex Education 
Policy where highlighted. 

 

 
Any Other Business & Next Meeting Date 

13. 1
5
. 

Upcoming Events   

The Head reported that the Trust will be carrying out the next review of St Lukes’s on 
31st January 2022.  The panel, consisting of Jon Lunn, Simon Weir, a Head from another 
of the Trust schools and an Ofsted Inspector will be coming in for two days and will focus 
on Maths, Science and English teaching as well as IT and Life to the Full. 

14. 1
8
. 

Date of Next Meeting 

Tuesday 8th March 2022 @ 5.00 pm 


